Managing Programs is very easy on Kendis compared to Jira and
Conﬂuence

Jira is great when working at the team level. But when it comes to managing large
programs, program increments, teams, and managing dependencies in Jira you can
feel very limited. Using Conﬂuence with Jira often helps but it requires a lot of manual
work and is highly time consuming. Kendis equips you with the capabilities to smoothly
manage your Program Increment on top of Jira without any administrative eﬀort.

Challenges when Managing your
Programs in JIRA
How Kendis Removes these Challenges
Ability to manage dependencies
visually

Create multiple dependencies and
assign each with a unique status and
link type

Lack of ability to manage the cross
teams features

Transparent tracking and progress
updates, especially for scope changes

Not designed to provide birds overview
for your program increment

Lacks real-time capabilities to manage

Swim lanes allow easy management of
features that have been assigned to
the teams

Analytics and Reports keep track of all
the activities in runtime

Select from three viewing modes that
show the current state of your Program

PI planning with remote team members

Board in just a glance.

No automated way to plan and track
objectives

Transparently plan your PI with remote
teams in runtime with brilliant
visualization, transparency and live
updates.

Create objectives which can have a
business value and link these
objectives to the items on your
Program Board

Features that make managing your PI eﬀortless…

How to plan PI using Jira

Customizable Program Boards
Using the highly ﬂexible and customizable boards in Kendis, rid yourself of all the
complexities and freely map all of your work items from any of your integrated ALM
tool on to the Kendis Program Board to plan your PI’s.

Real-Time 2 way Sync with Jira
Connect Jira and sync your entire work items on to Kendis within a matter of seconds
through the Kendis Plugin or the seamless API integration between Kendis and Jira.

Daily and Weekly Scope Change Reports
The Reports feature in Kendis summarizes all the activities done in a session into a
tabulated form. These reports are able to display data from multiple boards and allow
you to pick and choose data from a variety of ﬁlters.

Pre and Post PI Planning
In Kendis, you can save the “planning” state of your PI which will help keep a reference
of your progress as you execute your PI. With a single click, you can always go back in
time to see what originally happened in the previous state.

